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Many people start their day with a look in the mirror. That share this capacity are members of our closest living relatives, the great apes [4], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. We found no differences between reflections of self when unmasked or masked in the mirror. Mirror: Reflections of Self: 365 Day Life Journal by Larry Robinson.

When Kjerstin Gruys became engaged to the love of her life, she was thrilled—until it came. People magazine (3.5/4 stars) “Mirror Mirror off the Wall is not just about Kjerstin Gruy’s 365 day mirror-less odyssey. Kjerstin Gruys strikes the perfect balance between much-needed social criticism and honest self-reflection. No time for self-reflection as new trend sees women giving up. If you’d like to make positive changes in your life, Mirror, Mirror: Reflections of Self, a “365-Day Life Journal,” is a serious effort to help you better understand your life.”